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ABSTRACT

A HANDBOOK FOR COACHES OF WOMEN'S HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
By
Jaime Ann Johnston
August, 2002

In developing a successful basketball program there are certain components that
must be present. Creating a philosophy based on the beliefs of the coach and the concept
of expectations and goal setting are imperative to long-term success. Organization of the
overall program including its philosophy, goals, and how to go about teaching the correct
mechanics and ftmdamentals are essential in creating a handbook for women's high
school basketball coaches.
The purpose of this project was to create a handbook of activities and strategies to
be used by individuals who are seeking to coach basketball at the high school level. A
review of related literature was conducted. Information from other high school and
college basketball programs was gathered, analyzed, and then presented in a high school
basketball coaches handbook.
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CHAPTER ONE

•

INTRODUCTION
"Sports can W1ite a group of people from different backgrounds, all working
together to achieve a common goal. And even if they fall sh01t, sharing the journey is an
experience they'll never forget. It can teach some of the most fundamental and imp01tant
human values: dedication, perseverance, hard work, and teamwork. It also teaches us
how to handle our success.an.ct cope-wiffi our failure.- So, perhaps1lie greatesfglory of ·~
sport is that it teaches us so much about life itself." ---Alunad Rashad
The above quote is an excellent description of what high school basketball is all
about. Like Ahmad Rashad said, the game of basketball teaches athletes so much about
life itself and how to push through life with hard work and dedication. The game of
basketball exposes athletes to cultural diversity and working together as a team to achieve
success.
The philosophy should indicate the values, beliefs, and expectations of the coach. The
coach's philosophy ought to be followed by the philosophy/mission statement that the
players created and signed. This statement will include why the women are playing
the game of basketball and what they want out of their season. The reason for signing
is to show commitment to the season from each player. (Evans, 2001)
According to Lindeburg (1967), coaches should create goals before the season on
what he/she expects the team to achieve and him/herself as a coach to achieve. Once the
season has sta1ted, the coach should add the player's short and long-term goals that they
decided upon as a team. He/she will also include the player's individual goals. Including
the team and individual goals in the coach's handbook allows for him/her to refer them at
anytime during the season to check on progress towards the goals. (Karnofski, & Misner,
personal communication, July 25, 2002)
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Once the coach has created their handbook, the basketball program as a whole
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should be thoroughly organized. The good thing is that coaches can use the handbook
year after year and include items as they receive the information. Everything will be
included in a coach's handbook from coaches and players philosophies all the way to
-·

~ ...~--·-··"·-· • >·.• ...... . drill~, ll:lSurance cards, and athletic codes. (Whitney, personal communication, May
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15, 2002)
Coach Kihl (personal communication, July 24, 2002) stated that fundamentals are
a huge part of women's basketball. "Female basketball player's do not rely on their
ve1tical jump or athletic ability as much as male players, but rather focus on the
fundamental aspects. It is impo1tant for coaches to teach their team the conect
fundamentals or mechanics in order to be successful." (Lieberman, 1982) "Repetition is
the key to mastering any fundamental." (Gourley, 2001) "Athletes who develop faulty
mechanics in fundamental sport skills have a difficult rectifying these incorrect
mechanics later in life" (Dunn, 2001)
Jesse Owens once said, "In the end, it's extra effort that separates a winner from
second place. But winning takes a lot more than that, too. It starts with complete
command of the fundamentals. Then it takes desire, determination, discipline, and
self-sacrifice. And finally, it takes a great deal oflove, fairness and respect for your
fellow man. Put all of these together, and even if you don't win, how can you lose?"
Understanding how to develop a coach's handbook and everything it entails is a
very important pa1t of the organization of the program. (Hawes, personal communication,
April 10, 2002) "Having the players at the beginning of the season know and understand
their coaches beliefs, expectations, and goals is a step towards team success." (Lindeburg,
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1967) Sam Santilli (71, 2002), states, "The players need to know that the coach is there
for them, but at the same time will have rules and regulations that the team must follow."
Including all of the above information in a coach's handbook is a step towards
organization and success for the program. (Hoseney, personal communication, July 26,

PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of this project was to create a handbook of activities and strategies to
be used by individuals who are seeking to coach women's basketball at the high school
level.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
The importance of this study was to create an example handbook that coaches of
women's high school basketball teams can use as a resource. The handbook was also
created to show the imp01tance of teaching fundamentals, goal-setting, creating a
philosophy, and being organized. All fow- of these are imp01iant to running a successful
high school basketball program.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Not enough coaches have sufficient information to run a successful basketball
program. They spend too much of their time season after season creating new practice
plans and plays. Creating a handbook will allow these coaches to refer each year to
previous practice plans and just do the necessary revision.

4
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Although this project was geared towards high school players it may not be allinclusive.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
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Significant terms used in the context of this study have been defined as follows:

1) BACKBOARD: A flat surface rebound device placed behind the basket in a
vertical position.
2) BACK DOOR: A cut behind the defender and towards the basket against a
defensive overplay.
3) BALANCE: A primary principle of body movement; body control.

c··

4) BALLSIDE CUT: A move by an offensive player to the ball in front of the
defender.
5) ON-BALL SCREEN: An offensive player comes to a teammate with the ball
to screen the defender on the ball.
6) BANK SHOT: A shot usually taken from a 45-degree angle with the
backboard, which bounces against the backboard and falls into the basket.

7) BASELINE: The court boundary line undemeath either basket on both ends
of the comt.
8) BASKET: The ring, goal, or rim.
9) BACK-SCREEN: A screen that is set on the defensive player's back and is
usually blind-sided by the screen.
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10) BLOCK-OUT: A rebounding position with the rebounder making contact
and staying between the opponent and the basket.
11) CONTROL DRIBBLE: A low dribble used against defensive pressure.
12) CROSSOVER DRIBBLE: Dribble from one hand to the other in front of the

13) CROSS-SCREEN: A screen that an offensive player makes from coming
from one side of the paint to the other and setting a screen on the defensive
person.
14) CUT: An offensive move, usually towards the ball, basket, or a teammate.
15) DEFENSE: The team trying to keep the opposing team with the ball from
scoring.
16) ENTRY PASS: Pass that initiates a sequence of plays.
17) FASTBREAK: Getting the ball up the floor quickly to score.
18) FLEX: An offensive principle, in a continuity offense verses man-to-man
defense.
19) FUNDAMENTALS: Basic skills involved in playing the game of basketball.
20) IDGH POST: Offensive position in the area of the foul line.
21) LAY-IN: A shot made close to the basket while moving towards the basket.
22) LOW POST: Area near basket where inside offensive players generally
operate.
23) OFFENSE: The team trying to score by legally putting the ball through the
basket.
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24) OUTLET PASS: Pass made to an offensive player up the comt by the
rebounder.

25) OVERHEAD PASS: Pass made while having the ball above the head with
both arms extended.

_ ,,.-~---- _J 6) PIVOT:

~- -

Rotation of !h~~bo~y
around
one foot that is kept
.
....
•.. --- - ,. ,~-- '
-- stationary
~--~· - -..--.--., .~

-~---
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27) REBOUND: Catchlng the ball of the backboard or rim after a missed field
goal or foul shot attempt.

28) SCREEN: Legal action by a player who, without causing contact, delay, or
prevents an opponent from reaching a desired position.

29) SKIP PASS: A pass that bypasses a teammate as the ball is moving in the
half-coU1i offense.

30) STRONG SIDE: The side of the comt, which has tlu-ee or more players in a
half-comt offense.

31)TRANSITI0N: Changing from offense to defense or vise-versa.

32) TRAP (DOUBLE TEAM): A defensive play with two players guarding one
offensive player and trying not to allow the offensive player to pass or dribble
past them.

33) "V" CUT: An offensive move in the shape of a "V" used to receive the ball
or get open.
34) WEAK SIDE: The side of the coU1t with two players or less in a half-court
offense.
35) ZONE: A type of defense played when each player covers an area of the
comt.
\

\ ..__

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

·····--·,-···,··· · · · ····'ffie.piiipose··o:fi111sproJecFwas·topi:ov1ae·1iiroimaifoii.aiia:giiidaiiceto coachesor··· ····
women's high school basketball programs. This chapter consists ofliterature that
supports the importance of organization, fundamentals, philosophies, and goals. Each
section will provide key points and the resulting associated reasons for creating a coaches
handbook.
"With organization comes success." (Northeastern University College of Business
Administration) "Many organizations are striving to respond to competitive pressures
and the call for greater effectiveness by instituting corporate programs and policies
emphasizing pride, excellence, and a positive culture" (Stowell, 1988, p. 34). "Every
program needs goals and a philosophy in order to achieve and measure its success."
(Evans, 2001) "Coaches teach and players leam and expand on fundamentals during the
season. A handbook is the tool coaches should be using as a guideline for their program.
The handbook provides a consistent reference point for the coach and players." (Gourley,
2001)
"The overall purpose for developing a coach's handbook is to organize the overall
program including the fundamentals and philosophies and goals created by both the
coach and players." (Mohr, Townsend, & Bulger, 2002) Mohr, Townsend, & Bulger
state that we must look at the impo1tance of organization, fundamentals, philosophies,
and then goals.
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ORGANIZATION
Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary (1995), defined organization as a

.-· ·................ . -. -- . - --- ...J?g5!ygf P~~~2g~ 2.!:g~!~~gJ~t-~gJ:!l~ ~~~-<:JE.~?Et .. ~·~_?_!· 3:11¥ ~3:~~~tp_a,!1, ~-~-3:1:!1.!?.~9_!i_9_~... . .
and be successful it is important that the personnel themselves as well as the information
be in an organized fashion." (Whitney, personal communication, May 15, 2002) Stewart
and Scholz explain their definition of organization as "an administrative and functional
structure arranged by systematic planning and united effo1t." Leith mentions, "being
organized results in more efficient use of time and human resources which allows the
remainder of your efforts to be focused on the bottom line of coaching." (Leith, 1990, 3).
This is the ultimate goal of a program handbook. According to Kihl, Hoseney,
Karnofski, and Blue, (personal communication, 2002) a coach's handbook should include
a coaches and players philosophy and goals, plays, drills, conditioning, and defenses
(fundamentals) and the overall organization of the program. They went on to say that if a
coach were to include everything that goes into running a successful basketball program
in a handbook that would be a huge step to organizing a program. "But it takes a lot of
time and dedication at first to get everything organized in a handbook that is accessible
by both the coach, players, and administrators if needed." (Kihl, personal communication,
July 24, 2002) "The amount of work put into the organization and planning of your
program will or will not produce the desired results." (Stewart, Scholz, 1980)
"A handbook that a program develops and has on file provides an organized
avenue of communication to the entire program, which includes the administration,
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coaches, players, and parents. A basketball handbook should include everything that the
program encompasses." (Lindeburg, 1967) According to Northeastern University
College of Business Administration (NEUCBA, 2002, 3), ''the definition of team is a
small number of people with complementary skills committed to a common purpose,
specific goals, a collll11on working approach, and mutual accountability." This meaning
of team describes a basketball team perfectly. Jim Han-ick (2001) stated that, "Each
season a basketball team is made up of a small group of athletes who have
complementary skills and talents to offer, but they are working towards the same goals
and ideas, they also have mutual accountability towards themselves as well as the
program." "Organization is one aspect of successful coaches and programs." (H01wood,
1997) Leith states, "regardless of the level of sport at which you are coaching, it is very
important that you learn to organize clear-cut responsibilities among the players,
coaching staff, and parents." (Leith, 1990, 3)
Most critically, effective groups are characterized by individual and mutual
accountability and a sense of common commitment. All members (whether they are
"leaders" or not) must take responsibility for the overall group effectiveness and for
dealing with the problems that are inevitable. The best teams invest tremendous
amount of time and effort exploring, shaping, and agreeing on a purpose that belongs
to them both collectively and individually and then translate this purpose into specific
performance goals (NEUCBA, 2002, 5).
Leith also mentions that within such organizations should be overall goals, a
method to identify specific courses of action to meet these goals, developing specific
standards of performance, and evaluating progress as a successful planning tool.
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An organization that is successful cares about their players, staff, and all who are
involved, act from deep belief in personal responsibility, commitment, and
accountability, and entrust their leadership with key decisions not out of fear. The
leaders of the organization respect, serve, and develop their people, and have a vision
tl1at el1gctg~s _!he hearts and ~<l,~ ,()Jp~()p}~~'(ge11ter Solutiol1~,_2002,,'.?):
Within the organization there are many characteristics that define a team. Gay and
Donald Lumsden (1993, 121), list six characteristics that define a team. The
characteristics are: 1) a team is a diverse group of people; 2) members share leadership
responsibilities; 3) a team creates an identity; 4) a teams efforts are interconnected;
5) members work to achieve a mutually defined goal; and 6)the team works within the
context of other groups and systems. "These characteristics are great descriptors of what
an organization is about because as a team these are the characteristics that occur during
the year with the particular appointed group. Without these characteristics the team may
not know who they are or what their jobs are, or do not work as a group to achieve a
common goal." (Gay and Donald Lumsden, 1993) Stowell (1988) states that through an
organization a motivation should always be present, whether it is the coach or player who
is the motivator, to continuously guide these characteristics to success for the whole
program.

11

Fundamentals
According to Digger Phelps ( 1997), there are four basic fundamentals that all
basketball players should know and understand. They are: 1) shooting, 2) defense, 3)
offense, and 4) rebounding. However, Stewait and Scholz (1990), list eight fundamental
skills that are the main elements that go into the development of an offensive or defensive
system. The eight fundamental areas are running, jumping, pivoting, sliding, passing,
catching, dribbling, and shooting. Kim Kainofski (personal communication, July 25,
2002) mention that different coaches have their own ideas for the definition of
fundamentals. Lisa Kihl (personal communication, July 24, 2002) agreed with Stewait
and Scholz on their definition of fundamentals, but also agreed with Phelps saying that
his definition of fundamentals is the broad definition. "The entire foundation for sound
play is the quick execution of the basic fundamentals. Fine execution of the
fundamentals might overcome an unsound style of play, but the finest system cannot
overcome poor execution of the fundamentals." (Wooden, 1999)

It is essential that all basketball players learn the conect mechanics and
fundamentals that the game has to offer. According to Gourley (2001), "Repetition is a
cardinal principle of teaching, but it can be made more effective by simulating game
conditions." (20) As Julie Dunn (2001) explains, "athletes who develop faulty mechanics
in fundamental sports skills have a difficult time rectifying these inconect mechanics
later in life." (44) She goes on to say that basketball players begin to learn and conect the
mechanics and fundamentals of the game of basketball during their high school years it
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can be a challenging, frustrating, and emotionally draining time for both the athlete as
well as the coaches involved.
Digger Phelps (1997) states that the same mechanics used for shooting foul shots
are applied to any other shot in the game of basketball. Michael Gourley (2001) also

-~X,:J>l~ill.s-th.:i,t Q~f()1·ie ill.t~9c}119il'lg <l,11)' ~~':Y pra~ti9~ clieyi9~_~, tJiieg9~ch spe>~lc:l,_I11C;lk:ie. s~re
the players know what they are doing by teaching the basics of freethrow shooting-the
stance, hand placement, and proper form. (20) Once the player understands the correct
techniques of shooting a foul shot, they will carry them over to shooting in a live offense.
(20) Phelps (1997, 67-79), continues to explain the five keys to shooting, which
are: balance yourself (feet shoulder width apatt), shoot with your knees (bend your knees
to get maximum power from your shot), grab the rim (arm looks like the neck of a swan
on the follow-through), think 18 inches for a 9-inch ball (the rim will fit 2 basketballs
side-by-side, have confidence), and control the ball with your fingertips (ball should rest
on your fingertips).
The imp01tance of teaching man-to-man defense according to Gary Keating
(2001), "is to prepare the students of the game for a higher level of basketball as well as
having a knowledge of man-to-man defense will make the team more versatile and
capable of learning other defenses." (24) He emphasizes the importance of teaching the
defense in steps rather than teaching them all of the man-to-man principles in one
practice. "Repetition of each step is the key so that the proper techniques will be
engrained in their minds.'' (Reynolds, 2001) According to Jamie Angeli's Camp of
Champs (2001 ), the basic mies of defense are to see man and basket, stay between
offensive player and basket when shot is taken, keep hands-up to make defense bigger
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and have a better chance of deflecting the ball, and finally stay in the defensive stance.
Other types of defenses that can be played are box in one where the emphasis is
containing one player, a 2-3 zone to stop the inside game, a 1-3-1 zone forces the corner
shot, a match-up zone which is a combination of a zone and man-to-man defense (Phelps,
.1 ~~7): _.Acco!~0-.g to WoC>den J~.~9~), ~~..~·ee b~~iC. defe11ses ~~~ .~an b~ pl~y~d are a
tight man-to-man defense, switching man-to-man defense, and zone defenses as
mentioned above.
"A tight man-to-man defense puts the pressure and responsibility on the individual.
When played properly, each player plays so tight to his man when he has the ball that
he is very difficult to screen or block. It naturally requires strict adherence to good
footwork, anticipation, alertness, and other necessary individual defensive
fundamentals. The switching man-to-man defense requires the use of all the good
man-to-man principles and fundamentals. This defense is more effective against a
weaving offense. It also keeps your men in better assigned rebounding positions and
in better position to have a pattemized fast break. It requires a great amount of talking
to be effective and proper switching at the right time." (Wooden, 1999)
Red Auerbach once said, "Defense is just hard work. There'll be nights when the ball
won't fall in, no matter how well you execute your plays. Your touch will be offjust a
bit and there won't be anything you can do about that. It happens. It's something you
can't always control. But you can play good defense if you put your mind to it; that's
something you can do every night."
The offensive game consumes a lot less energy than defense. The offensive end
of the court is where players can get away with taking a rest according to Jamie Angeli's
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Camp of Champs (2001). As Jack Ramsey states, "wim1ing is more related to good
defense than good offense." (Coach like a Pro, 2001) Brad Winters teaches his players to
play an up-tempo game, which means they push the ball and attack the basket and look to
score. "Our primary goal on offense is to play "team basketball." To us, team basketball
• · .,,••~ -,._. , , , .•.,V -'-'·".'-• ;.• , •• •, .,

is about not forcing shots, making the extra pass, and attacking the basket to pass, not
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shoot... When five guys are playing as one on the court, basketball is a beautiful game to
watch." (Winters, 2001) The offensive side of the ball is where passing is taught.
"Any offense should have court balance, that is, it should produce high percentage
shots with assigned offensive rebounders and assigned players for defense when a shot
is taken. Balance also refers to maintaining proper comi spacing-about 15 to 18 ft
apart-between offensive teammates. Finally, offensive balance also consists of
offensive rebounding and concern for defense when a shot is taken. Making the quick
transition from to defense (and vise versa) is called developing the transition game.
Balanced scoring is always better than dependence on a scoring star." (Krause, 1991)
Krause also mentions that a good offense includes player movement as well as ball
movement. Scoring should come from the inside as well as the outside. (95)
Cooper and Siedentop state the different offensive positions in basketball are
guards, fmwards, and center. They go on to say that the guards are usually called the
team's backcourt when grouped together. This grouping can be broken down even
fu1ther into point guard (one who can dribble the best and is a floor leader) and shooting
guards. The forwards who will either be the small forward who can handle the ball and
shoot or will be the big forward who is often the stronger rebounder and plays outside to
inside. The center is usually the biggest player on the team and relishes playing inside,
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near the basket, where contact and congestion are readily accepted. The center plays high
post at the foul-line or low-post on the block.
One of the most important fundamentals to learn is rebounding. This is impo1tant
in order to gain or keep possession of the basketball. Rebounding is an rut that mru1y
basketbaUplayers either choose to work on or ignore. (Wooden, 1999)
"Mentally you should be saying every shot is missed and every rebound is yours.
Follow the shot in flight and learn to guess where the rebound will bounce. When
blocking out, first find the offensive player and then tum into them (stay between man
and basket). Stay low and wide with your stance (should be tough to move you)
long rebounds off of 3-points shots "chin" the ball with elbows out upon securing the
ball." (Jamie Angeli's Camp of Champs, 2001)
"The only method of teaching the individual fundamentals, the team offense, ru1d
the team defense is by a wise selection of drills and the repetition of them until the
desired habits are formed." (Wooden, 1999) "Some drills are better for use than others,
and that perhaps the "homemade" drill designed to fit a specific situation is the most
valuable." (Cooper, Siedentop, 1969) John Wooden (1999), states that in teaching an
individual fundamental be sure to follow the laws ofleaming and explain the drill and
have it demonstrated either by the coach or a capable player, have the players imitate the
proper demonstration, constructively criticize their imitations and properly show them
how to conect their mistakes, and have the players repeat the correct model daily until
the proper habits are fo1med. Nancy Lieberman (1982), mentions that drills for every
fundamental must be varied from day to day to prevent them from becoming
monotonous, and not continued for too long of a period of time on any day for the same
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reason. Some of the common drills that experienced coaches in college and high school
basketball use are 3-man weave, shell drills for defensive purposes, mikan drill for
rhythm and timing purposes, concentrated shooting, "UW" passing (version of3-man
weave used at the University of Washington), and basic lay-ins and jump shots.
(Whitney, Kihl, Blue, Karnofski, Tuiaea-Ruud, & Sparling, 2002)
The final part of fundamentals is conditioning. Because basketball is such a tough
and strenuous game, the players must be in excellent physical, mental, and moral
condition. (Lieberman, 1982) "The coach has an obligation to see that his/her players are
physically fit and properly conditioned to stand the strain without impairing their health.
This obligation is as important as the fact that excellent condition will greatly enhance the
chances of individual and team success." (Wooden, 1999)
John Wooden said the following plu-ases about conditioning in the book, "Practical
Modem Basketball."
1) Success is built on fine condition. Fundamentals and f01m leave you as you begin
to lose condition. Train and obey the rules as conscientiously as possible. Be honest
with yourself and with all who are depending upon you.
2) Never think of your bruises or fatigue. If you are tired, think of how "all in" your
opponent may be.
3) It is the hard work you do in practice after you are "all in" that improves your
condition. Force yourself when you are tired.
4) Make it your personal objective to be in better condition than any opponent that
you will oppose.
5) Condition is attained by what you do both on and off the floor.

(
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6) Your mental and moral condition will determine your physical condition, if you
are industrious.
Along with conditioning having sufficient amount of sleep and hydrating the body is an
impmiant paii of being in shape. (Lindeburg, 1967)

. ..... ....~'.~.~(:;.::t:i:i,~.~.!h~!:~j~gt_l,!(:;}1.!().cJg_J!1,li~i!~cl ..!i!!!f?1... ~.f t!~i~g9y~p!~g.P!~~!!9f?~. . ~c.l ..
deciding what is to be offered is necessary. A skeleton outline of the entire pre-season
practice schedule can be laid out with the major items to be presented included."
(Lindeburg, 1967) He goes on to say that pre-season practice plans will vary for a
particular coach depending on the number of returning veterans and the ability of the girls
out for the squad; consequently, it will vary from year to year and school to school.
"Every practice session must be organized and well planned so that we are using our
time and our facilities in the most efficient manner. There must be an objective or a
purpose to everything we do during practice time. We feel that by organizing our
practices carefully we can avoid extended workouts where little or nothing is
accomplished because the players lose concentration." (Stewart and Scholz, 1980)
"Teaching and learning the correct mechanics and fundamentals at an early age
will only help the basketball player to improve when they get into high school rather than
taking the time to review and re-teach the con-ect mechanics and fundamentals." (Dunn,
2001) Michael Reynolds mentions that basketball players can always work to improve
their game either during the season or during the off-season. "Fundamentals can be
performed either with the team or on an individual basis." (Karnofski, personal
communication, July 25, 2002)
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PHILOSOPHY/GOALS/MOTIVATION
Creating and including a philosophy in a basketball handbook is an essential
. component of any prngram. (1(.a,mofsl<.i, ~ Misn~r, personalcommuni()ation, July 25,
2002) Kihl (personal communication, July 24, 2002) stated that it is important that
coaches know why they are coaching and what they want out of the year. "A coach who
doesn't know what he/she stands for will usually fall for anything." (Haiwood, 1997, p.
4). Coaches should create a philosophy before they go into coaching, but like any other
philosophy it will probably change year after year until they find one that represents them
as the coach. (Evans, 2001) "The philosophy will include the most general beliefs,
concepts, and attitudes of an individual or group." (H01wood, 1997)
It is important to include discipline and expectations in a coaching philosophy so
there are no questions later. (Santilli, 2002) Jim Hanick explains that coaches should
demand the attention and effort of their players, desire to excel through hard work,
develop spo1tsmanship, have great enthusiasm, competitiveness-by the rules, be a team
player, respect your teammates, and have a positive attitude. "Having a discipline plan
procedure known in advance to the players, coaches, parents, and administrators will
keep everything fair and consistent. 11 (Winters, 2002) Horwood describes discipline as
"tough love.'' He goes on to say that discipline shouldn't be used to show who has the
authority, but rather to show them that they cai·e about the child. If the rules are fair
children will respect the discipline that they receive. Coaches have a tough job in that
they have to coach, but also deal with one or two problems a year that must be dealt with
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in order for success to happen. (Stowell, 1988) Pat Riley summed it up on how to take
care of that problem, "avoiding the solution of a tough, miserable, volatile problem is not
discretion. It is cowardice. And it is robbery. Because as long as a serious problem goes
unsolved, no team, no person can exploit its full potential. Any coach who doesn't kick

. th~ GQ1,11ph1cent '1ss cm histeam willendupkicking his own before lon~t" (pg.144)
"The most impo1tant thing however is having a positive attitude toward the spoit
of basketball and the players who make up the team. There is no point of coaching if one
does not enjoy the spolt. How does a coach expect the athletes to show enthusiasm and
love the game if they don't want to be coaching? 11 (Santilli, 2002) "Enthusiasm is the
single most important facet of coaching, even more important than technical knowledge."
(Horwood, 1997,p.4)
"Once the team has been selected, the players should create a
philosophy/mission statement as a team. The first step is to ask the
players why they are playing the game of basketball. Have them write
their reason on their own piece of paper. The next step is to have each
person write his or her own mission statement. The team is then split into
teams of three or four and then the group will read each members
philosophies. While reading each philosophy they will need to underline
key words or phrases that have significant meaning to them. Each group
then compiles a list of words that were underlined at least once. The
groups are combined to form two groups. Each group uses as many of the
words from the list as appropriate to write a purpose statement. Both
groups will read their statements out loud. The last step is to create one
purpose statement from the two that were presented. The team purpose
statement is written down and agreed upon by the team. If everyone
agrees on the statement everyone signs around the statement showing the
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commitment of the team to follow the purpose statement." (Buck Evans,
Quality in Education)
"Discipline is hard to install, but it is a must. Players will respect the coach if
they see that there is discipline and it is fair. Enthusiasm is necessary in order for the
team to be excited about the game of basketball. If the coach does not enjoy his/her job
they should get

out ofthe game $() th.at th.e players don't acqUire negative atti.tudes.n

(Reynolds, 2001) 11The team as a whole should create a mission statement so that they
know why they are playing the game of basketball. The statement should then be placed
on a wall in the locker room or above the locker room door for players to look at before
each practice and game to remind them why they are playing the game of basketball."
(Evans, 2001) Michael Reynolds stated, "being a member of a team, basketball players
learn how to work with others and learn the importance of sacrifice, commitment, selfdiscipline, motivation, success, and failure. 11 Reynolds continues to state that it is
important to remember that winning is not everything and that there are many valuable
lessons that the game of basketball teaches athletes and that will eventually make them
more successful in life.
"A winner is someone who sets their goals, commits themselves to those goals
and then pursues their goals with all the ability that God has given them. That requires
someone who believes in themselves, who will make self sacrifices, work hard, and
maintain the determination to perform at the best of their ability." -C. Leeman Bennett
Creating and setting goals is a way for a team to have something to strive for each
and every day. Shea, Shebilske, & Worchel (1993) define goal setting as the level of
performance that a person desires to achieve. "If you merely compete with everyone
else, you must be satisfied with the same retmns, the same rewards, they are getting. But
if you create, the sky is the limit. With the opportunities and experience you already
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have, you can build a stairway to just about anything you want." (Evans) "It is important
for coaches to sit down with their team at the beginning of each season to create sho1t and
long-term goals. Without goals, the team will not have a common focus to strive for
throughout the season." (Surviving the group project) Sam Santilli (71, 2002), says,

. ........''listi11g <>f~~<>1.!:t.~r1I:1.~~ l<>11itt.~r~ g<>cil~ <:11"~ .f!i.e fi,1:st_~tept.e> .i1.~!1i~yi11~t.l?:~1I:1..... . .
Visualization and affirmation, along with determination and dedication, can prove to be
valuable tools that help a team to improve." It is vital for players to be able to identify
their individual and team strengths and weaknesses in order to maintain and improve
their perfo1mance. (Mohr, Townsend, Bulger, 2002)
Mohr, Townsend, and Bulger continue to state that the development of a persons
self worth and a teams selfwo1th is dependent upon determining and achieving goals.
Goal setting requires objectives that will positively develop self-esteem and team esteem.
"The achievement goal proposes that the primary objective of an individual is to
demonstrate high levels of competence. Individuals can hold a number of
different goal orientations, which will help to determine the individual's
conception of competence in an achievement setting. Subsequently, the goal
orientation that the individual holds will influence the interpretation, assessment
and reaction to achievement info1mation, thereby influencing the investment of
personal resources such as effmt, talent, and time in an activity. While an
individual can theoretically hold any number of goal orientations, researchers
have focused primarily on two types of goal orientations that govern how people
interpret success and judge how competent they are in competitive activities.
These two goal orientations have been labeled task orientations and ego
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orientations. When individuals adopt a task goal orientation, success is based on
developing new skills and improving the level of ability. In this sense,
competence is based on a self-reference comparison. Conversely, when an ego
goal orientation is adopted, competence is based on the demonstration of superior
ability as compared to relevant others. Thus, individuals who adopt an ego goal
orientation are evaluating competence based on normative criteria.11 (Steinberg,
Grieve, Glass, 2001)
When coaching a team both players and coaches need to create their own goals. The
priorities between coaches and the team should be relevant so that they are working
towards the same results. According to Winters (2001), coaches first need to detennine
what they want their team to accomplish, and what they want the team to get out of the
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experience. "The best coaches make goals that are both long and sho1i-term. Long-term
goals give you something to shoot for. Sho1i-term goals help you keep on track and
allow you to experience success and build confidence as you work towards your longte1m goal. Short-term goals are the building blocks in which you build your program and
what you emphasize every day in practice" (Winters, 2001).
"Team excellence is more than a slogan. It is a plan and a guideline with specific
steps to help us function better at work" (Marita, 1988). "Having athletes understand
what team goals are and why each team creates new goals at the beginning of each season
is one step to team excellence. Teams follow these plans (goals) one by one to try to
achieve each goal." (Stowell, 1988) Whitney states that about every two weeks teams
should sit down and discuss their progress towards their long-term goals as well as after
every game to discuss sh01i-term goals. Floyd Marita (1988) explains that as a member
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of a team you need feedback. He goes on to say that without feedback you are not a
team, instead you are a group of individuals, all operating from different perceptions and
possibly with different goals. "Setting goals at the beginning of each season and then
reviewing short-term goals after each game and long-term goals about every two weeks
allows for the whole team to discuss the
members will all be working towards the same goals." (Whitney, personal
communication, May 15, 2002) Marita explains that if progress is not being made
towards the goals listed feedback is necessary to get back on track to achieving goals.
Stewart and Scholz explain that "enthusiasm, or lack of it, is contagious.
Also, players will recognize the fact that you love what you are doing, that
you are totally interested in your profession, and that you are excited about
the prospects for another season. They will also recognize a lack of
enthusiasm and interest in your work and a lack of anticipation for the
coming season. That your attitude will then have a direct effect on the
attitude and spirit of the team is obvious."

John Wooden states that "you and your players must be
enthusiastic about basketball. If not, you should seek some other
profession and your players should try some other activity. Enthusiasm
"rubs off' on those with whom it comes in contact and the enthusiastic
tend to inspire and stimulate others. Your heart must be in your work if
you are to progress as it will make you eager to improve and learn more.
Red Auerbach explains that part of motivation is putting ideas into
people's heads, getting them to see things a certain positive way.

CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES

. <;E~SIS.QETI:IBPRQJ.E(:I
Over the span of 18 years, the author has realized the importance of having
educated coaches in the basketball field. She has heard many people state that they
would like to get into high school coaching, but feel as if they lack the knowledge and
expe1tise that is needed to coach high school athletes. While playing collegiate
basketball, the author has listened to conversation of teammates wanting to coach at the
high school level. However, the teammates are not aware of how much work goes into
organizing such a program and the impmtance of teaching :fundamentals and life-long
skills. They believe that they will have an athletic group and then teach them plays.

In the author's hometown, many of the citizens asked her if they could borrow any
information or plays that they could use for their youth programs. A former coach gave
input and pushed the idea that the author create a basketball coaches handbook which
could be used at the high school level or be adapted for younger or older age groups. The
author worked with many college and high school coaches to gather her information for
the handbook. Many playbooks were also reviewed for information.
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
A methodical review of literature on basketball concepts was conducted. The
concepts that were researched were: organization, basketball :fundamentals, philosophy,
__ ~~ g<?~l,s. These four conc~p1s__ \1vere researche_g yia Pro Qt1~st, li~~1·~ture found in the
Central Washington University library and the author's own personal library. Personal
interviews with high school and college coaches were also conducted by the author to
gather information regarding the handbook. The information within these sources was
organized into levels of importance that coaches believe should occur first inside a
basketball program. These four concepts generated the major sections of chapter two.
During the stages of development, the author looked to many important sources
for guidance in creating this handbook. The first source that was very beneficial was her
18 years of basketball playing experience and 3 years of coaching. Also very important
with giving insight for this project were the men's and women's basketball coaches at
Central Washington University, Lower Columbia College, and Castle Rock High School.
In addition, journal articles and related books were beneficial for broadening the scope of
each concept.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
It is the author's hope to use this handbook first at the college level. She has been
hired as an assistant basketball coach at a Junior College in California. Some adaptations
may be necessary in view of the fact that the basketball competition is at a higher level.
The author will make this handbook accessible to any coach who needs some sources or
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ideas for his/her own basketball team. In the near future the author does hope to get back
into high school coaching so the handbook can be implemented on her own program.

CHAPTER FOUR
"The need for a basketball handbook is necessary in order for the youth to
develop their basketball skills before they reach high school. It is also a good way for
.. CQa9hesJe> grg~~~ th~il· ga,~l(etlJa,U inf'e>g11ati()g @4 pa,ye_itJ1Cic~ssJ1J l~J()r otli~r) !YhP. . .. .... .
would like information on the program or other aspects of basketball." (Karnofski, &
Misner, personal communication, July 25, 2002)

Section I

Practice Plans
"Every practice session must be organized and well planned so that

we are using our time and our facilities in the most efficient manner.
There must be an objective or a purpose to everything we do during
practice time. We feel that by organizing our practices carefully we can
avoid extended workouts where little or nothing is accomplished because
the players lose concentration." (Stewa1t and Scholz, 1980)

Section II

Offense

"Any offense should have comt balance, that is, it should produce high
percentage shots with assigned offensive rebounders and assigned players
for defense when a shot is taken. Balance also refers to maintaining
proper comt spacing-about 15 to 18 ft apart-between offensive
teammates. Finally, offensive balance also consists of offensive
rebounding and concern for defense when a shot is taken. Making the
quick transition from to defense (and vise versa) is called developing the
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transition game. Balanced scoring is always better than dependence on a
scoring star.'' (Krause, 1991)

Section ID

Defense

According to Jamie Angeli's Camp of Champs (2001), the basic rules of
... .d~f~ns~ ar~--!~ _se~.m~ and basket, stay between offensive player and
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basket when shot is taken, keep hands-up to make defense bigger and have
a better chance of deflecting the ball, and finally stay in the defensive
stance.

Section IV

Drills

John Wooden (1999), states that in teaching an individual fundamental be
sure to follow the laws of learning and explain the drill and have it
demonstrated either by the coach or a capable player, have the players
imitate the proper demonstration, constructively criticize their imitations
and properly show them how to correct their mistakes, and have the
players repeat the correct model daily until the proper habits are formed.

Section V

Conditioning

John Wooden said the following phrases about conditioning in the book,
"Practical
Modern Basketball."
1) Success is built on fine condition. Fundamentals and form leave you as
you begin to lose condition. Train and obey the rules as conscientiously as
possible. Be honest with yourself and with all who are depending upon
you.
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2) Never think of your bruises or fatigue. If you are tired, think of how "all
in" your opponent may be.
3) It is the hard work you do in practice after you are "all in" that improves
your condition. Force yourself when you are tired.
4) Make it your personal o~jective to be in better condition than any opponent

that you will oppose.
5) Condition is attained by what you do both on and off the floor.
Your mental and moral condition will determine your physical condition,
if you are industrious.

Section VI

Philosophy/Goals/Motivation

Michael Reynolds stated, "being a member of a team, basketball players
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leam how to work with others and learn the importance of sacrifice,
commitment, self-discipline, motivation, success, and failure."
"A winner is someone who sets their goals, commits themselves to those
goals and then pursues their goals with all the ability that God has given
them. That requires someone who believes in themselves, who will make
self sacrifices, work hard, and maintain the determination to perform at the
best of their ability." -C. Leeman Bennett

The following handbook serves as an info1mative directory for those who are or
would like to coach basketball at the high school level. First year coaches may find
creating a handbook time consuming. However, taking the time to create one will pay off
in the end. The finished product will contain info1mation and details that the program
entails in an organized notebook.
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PRACTICE PLANS

P-3

Practice Plans
The first ten practice plans are very basic with fundamentals and conditioning

..P~ing intrngµcecl. -IlleyJ3JeyeryJiction.packed, whichrequires.the .athletes . to concentrate ...
for the full two hours. The defensive system, plays, and fundamentals are stressed during
these ten days.
Over the course of the season the first part of the practice plans will stay
somewhat the same with jog and stretch, the 6-line drill, and wildcat defense always
being done. The rest of the plan will be left until after the first game of the season. This
way the game will determine what needs to be reviewed or taught. Also, being factored
into each practice plan is the size and talent of the players on the team.
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PRACTICE PLAN #1
DATE: _ _ _ __
3:00

JOG 10 LAPS

3:05

STRETCH:

HAMSTRINGS WITH PARTNER

BUTIERFLY
STRAIGHT-LEG HAMSTRINGS

QUADS
BACK STiffiTCi-I
BUTI STRETCH
ARMS WITH PARTNER
FREE STRETCH

3: 15

HIGH KNEES, BUTT KICK, KARIOKA

3:20

2MANPASSING
3 MAN PASSING
3MANWEAVE

3 :3 0

6 LINE DRILL (emphasize long-low explosion step, 2-foot jump stops, pivots,
triple threat, fake and make a pass)

3 :45

3 1v.lINUTE DRILL

3:50

WATER

3:53

STANCE-(ON-BALL) IN MASS (STRESS STANCE, HANDS, AND SNAPS)

3:58

SLIDES IN MASS (ON-BALL SLOW) (STRES PUSH-REACH FOOTWORK)

4:05

WALL SITS (2:00 & 1:30)

4:10

STANCE (lsTPASS AWAY) INMASS (STRESS CHIN TO SHOULDER SNAPS)

4: 15

SLIDES IN MASS (1 ST PASS AWAY) (STRESS CHIN TO SHOULDER SNAPS)

4:20

2 SETS OF LINES (guards 32 and posts 34)

4:25

WATER

4:28

LAY-INS 2X AND JUMP SHOTS 2XBOTH SIDES

4:38

PASSING-CHEST, BOUNCE, & OVERHEAD

4:48

FOUL SHOTS

4:53

3 1v.lINUTE DRILL & THEN CLOSING COMMENTS
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PRACTICE PLAN #2
DATE: - - - - -

3:00

JOG 10 LAPS

3:05

STRETCH:

HAMSTRINGS WTIHPARTNER
BUTTERFLY
STRAIGHT-LEG HAMSTRINGS
QUADS

BACK STRETCH ..

BUTT STRETCH
ARMS WITH PARTNER
FREE STRETCH

3: 15

HIGH KNEES, BUTT KICK, KARIOKA

3:20

2 MAN PASSING
3 MAN PASSING
3MANWEAVE

3:30

6 LINE DRILL (emphasize long-low explosion step, 2-footjump stops, pivots,
triple threat, fake and make a pass)

3:45

1-16 in 1:06; 1-8 in 32; 2-4's in 16

3:50

WATER

3:53

STANCE-(ON-BALL) IN MASS (STRESS STANCE, HANDS, AND SNAPS)

3:58

SLIDES IN MASS (ON-BALL SLOW) (STRES PUSH-REACH FOOTWORK)

4:05

2-12's; 2-6's; 4-3's (1/2 court)

4:10

STANCE (lsrPASS AWAY) IN MASS (STRESS CHIN TO SHOULDER SNAPS)

4:15

SLIDES IN MASS (1 5T PASS AWAY) (STRESS CHIN TO SHOULDER SNAPS)

4:20

2 SETS OF LINES (guards 32 and posts 34)

4:25

WATER

4:28

LAY-INS 2X AND Jillv1P SHOTS 2X BOTH SIDES

4:38

CONCENTRATED SHOOTING (EACH PLAYER GETS 4 MINUTES)

4:48

FOUL SHOTS

4:53

3 :MINUTE DRILL & THEN CLOSING CO:MMENTS
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PRACTICE PLAN #3
DATE:

------

3:00

JOG 10 LAPS

3:05

STRETCH:

HAMSTRINGS WITH PARTNER

BUTTERFLY
STRAIGIIT·LEG HAMS1RINGS
QUADS
BACK ·s'l'RETCH
BUTT STRETCH
ARMS WITH PARTNER
FREE STRETCH

-·

(

3:15

HIGH KNEES, BUTT KICK, KARIOKA

3:20

UWPASSING (GOAL 75 POINTS)

3 :25

6 LINE DRILL (emphasize long-low explosion step, 2-foot jump stops, pivots,
triple threat, fake and make a pass)

3:40

3 ON2;2 ON 1

3:45

2 SET OF LINES (34 seconds); 2-12 second sprint; 2-6 second sprint

3:55

WATER

3:58

WILDCAT FOOTWORK-ON BALL, 15T PASS AWAY, CLOSE-OUTS

.

ON·BALL-stress hand placement, stance, push reach & ann snaps)
1" PASS AWAY-stress ching to shoulder, push reach & arm snaps)
CLOSE OUTS-stress reverse pivot, throw arm & leg, both hands up and stay low)

4:07

INTRODUCE: 2/2 SCREEN AWAY (stress communication & open to ball)

4: 14

3 l\1INUTE DRILL

4:17

WATER

4:18

INTRODUCE: 2/2 CROSS SCREENS (comm.,makecontactw/armbar,diintoshoulder&snap)

4:25

INDIVIDUAL: GUARDS & POSTS SPLIT UP

4:35

CONCENTRATED SHOOTING

4:45

FOUL SHOTS

4:48

SCRTh1MAGE FULL COURT

5:00

THEN CLOSING COMMENTS
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PRACTICE PLAN #4
DATE:

------

3:00

JOG 10 LAPS

3:05

STRETCH:

HAMSTRINGS WITII PARTNER

BUTIERFLY
STRAIGITT-LEG HAMS1RINGS
QUADS

d "--A

.

-,·' '·""B"ACK.STRETCH'·-: .

., ,..q .; .• • •

• .-<•-'<-··'···· ·-· ""·•=--<,•

BUIT STRETCH
AR.MS WITII PARTNER
FREE STRETCH

c:

3: 15

HIGH KNEES, BUTT KICK, KARIOKA

3 :20

UW PASSING (GOAL 75 POINTS)

3:25

6 LINE DRILL (emphasize long-low explosion step, 2-foot jump stops, pivots,
triple threat, fake and make a pass)

3:40

30N2;20Nl

3:45

3 MINUTE DRILL

3:55

WATER

3:58

WJLDCATFOOTWORK-ONBALL, 18TPASS AWAY, CLOSE-OUTS
ON-BALL-stress hand placement, stance, push reach & arm snaps)
1 s1 PASS AWA Y-stress ching to shoulder. push reach & ann snaps)
CLOSE OUTS-stress reverse pivot, throw arm & leg, both hands up and stay low)

4:07

2/2 SCREEN AWAY (stress communication & open to ball)

4:14

FOUL SHOTS

4:17

WATER

4: 18

2/2 CROSS SCREENS (comm., make contact w/arm bar, chin to shoulder & snap)

4:25

INTRODUCE: 2 OFFENSIVE PLAYS

4:35

REBOUNDING/BLOCKING OUT

4:45

INDIVIDUAL: GUARDS & POSTS SPLIT UP

4:56

2-12's; 2-6's; 1-12; 2-6's

5:00

CLOSING REMARKS/QUESTIONS
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PRACTICE PLAN #5
DATE: - -

---

3:00

JOG 10 LAPS

3:05

STRETCH:

3: 15

HIGH KNEES, BUTT KICK, KARIOKA

3:20

UW PASSING (GOAL 75 POINTS)

3 :25

6 LINE DRILL ( emphasize long-low explosion step, 2-foot jump stops, pivots,
triple threat, fake and make a pass)

3: 40

3 ON 2; 2 ON 1

3:45

WILDCAT FOOTWORK-ON BALL, 18TPASS AWAY, CLOSE-OUTS
ON~BALL-stress hand placement, stance, push reach & ann snaps)
1st PASS AWAY-stress ching to shoulder, push reach & ann snaps)
CLOSE OUTs-stress reverse pivot, throw arm & leg, both hands up and stay low)

3: 54

REVIEW 2 OFFENSES

4:00

INTRODUCE 2 MORE OFFENSES

4: 10

2/2 SCREEN AWAY ( stress communication & open to ball)

4: 14

FOUL SHOTS

4 :17

WATER

4: 18

4 MAN SHELL (stress deflecting ball, point help when ball goes i n s i d e ~

4:25

INTRODUCE: OUT OF BOUNDS PLAYS

4:35

2 MAN ON THE LINE UP THE LINE WITH ONE PASSER (v-cut once pass to either
side then it's live)

4:40

INDIVIDUAL: GUARDS & POSTS SPLIT UP

4:50

SCRIM1v1AGE FULL-COURT

5:00

CLOSING REMARKS/QUESTIONS

P-9
PRACTICE PLAN #6
DATE: _ _ _ __
3:00

JOG 10 LAPS

3:05

STRETCH:

3: 15

HIGH KNEES, BUTT KICK, KARI OKA

3:20

UWPASSING (GOAL 75 POINTS)

3:25

6 LINE DRILL (emphasize long-low explosion step, 2-footjump stops, pivots,
triple threat, fake and make a pass)

3:40

2-LAY-INS EACH SIDE W/1 JUMP SHOT EACH SIDE

3:45

WILDCAT FOOTWORK-ON BALL, lsTPASS AWAY, CLOSE-OUTS
ON-BALL-stress hand placement, stance, push reach & arm snaps)
l st PASS AWA Y-stress ching to shoulder, push reach & arm snaps)
CLOSE OUTS-stress reverse pivot, throw arm & leg, both hands up and stay low)

f~

""

3:54

REVIEW 4 OFFENSES

4:04

REVIEW 2-3 ZONE DEFENSE

4:10

INTRODUCE 2 ZONE OFFENSES

4:20

FOUL SHOTS

4:17

WATER

4: 18

4 MAN SHELL (stress deflecting ball, point help when ball goes inside)

4:25

3 :MINUTE DRILL

4:28 2 MAN ON THE LINE UP THE LINE WITH ONE PASSER (v--cut once pass to either
side then it's live)

4:32

INDIVIDUAL: GUARDS & POSTS SPLIT UP

4:40

3 ON 3 QUARTER COURT (apply defensive principles)

4:50

TEAM FOUL SHOTS

5:00

CLOSING REMARKS/QUESTIONS

P-10
PRACTICE PLAN #7
DATE: -

----

3:00

JOG& STRETCH

3: 15

HIGH KNEES, BUTT KICK, KARIOKA

3:20

UW PASSING (GOAL 75 POINTS)

3:25

6 LINE DRILL (emphasize long-low explosion step, 2-footjump stops, pivots,
triple threat, fake and make a pass)

3:40

WILDCAT FOOTWORK-O N BALL, 15T PASS AWAY, CLOSE-OUTS
ON-BALL-stress hand placement, stance, push reach & arm snaps)
1rt PASS AWAY-stress ching to shoulder, push reach & arm snaps)
CLOSE OUTS-stress reverse pivot, throw arm & leg, both hands up and stay low)

3 :49

CONCENTRATED SHOOTING

3:57

WATER

3:59

SPLIT UP AND GO OVER ALL OFFENSES

4: 10

RUN THROUGH ZONE OFFENSES AGAINST ZONE DEFENSE

4:20

GO OVER PRESS BREAKER

4:30

INDIANA SHOOTING (baseline-foul line both sides) (high post-high post) (3 pointers)

4:39

5 Man Shell 3 around 2 (stress deflecting ball, point help when ball goes inside)

4:45

TIP DRILL

4:48

TEAM FOUL SHOTS

5:00

CLOSING REMARKS/QUESTIONS

P-11

PRACTICE PLAN #8
DATE:

-----

3:00

JOG& STRETCH

3: 15

HIGH KNEES, BUTT KICK, KARIOKA

3:20

UWPASSING (GOAL 75 POINTS)

3:25

6 LINE DRILL (emphasize long-low explosion step, 2-footjump stops, pivots,
triple threat, fake and make a pass)

3:40

WJLDCAT FOOTWORK-ON BALL, 1sT PASS AWAY, CLOSE-OUTS
ON-BALL-stress hand placement, stance, push reach & arm snaps)
1 rt PASS AWAY-stress citing to shoulder, push reach & arm snaps)
CLOSE OUTS-stress reverse pivot, throw arm & leg, both hands up and stay low)

c::

3:49

CONCENTRATED SHOOTING

3:57

WATER

3:59

Yz SCRTh1MAGE

4:20

INTRODUCE PRESS

4:30

GO OVER PRESS BREAKER VS NEW PRESS

4:40

FULLCOURTSCR.Il\1MAGE

4:50

3 WNUTE TIP DRILL

4:53

TEAM FOUL SHOTS

DISCUSS RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR TRAVELING TO GA1vIBS AND
HOME GAMES

P-12

PRACTICE PLAN #'1
DATE: - - - - -

3:00

JOG& STRETCH

3: 15

HIGH KNEES, BUTT KICK, KARIOKA

3:20

UWPASSING (GOAL 75 POINTS)

3 :25

6 LINE DRILL ( emphasize long-low explosion step, 2-foot jump stops, pivots,
triple threat, fake and make a pass)

3:40

WILDCAT FOOTWORK-ON BALL, lsTPASS AWAY, CLOSE-OUTS
ON-BALL-stress hand placement, stance, push reach & arm snaps)
1st PASS AW AY-stress ching to shoulder, push reach & ann snaps)
CLOSE OUTS-stress reverse pivot, throw ann & leg, both hands up and stay low)

c:

3:49

2 Layins and 2 jump shots each side

3:59

WATER

4:00

5MANSHELL

4:06

Yi SCRIMMAGE

4:15

GO OVER PRESS BREAKER VS OUR PRESS

4:22

REBOUND OUTLET DRILL

4:28

FULL COURT SCRIMMAGE

4:38

WATER

4:40

INTRODUCE ON BALL SCREENS

4:48

INTRODUCE BACK SCREENS

4:56

CONDITIONING

REVIEW RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR TRAVELING TO GAMES AND
HO:rvtE GAMES

P-13

(, ...

\..

PRACTICE PLAN #10
DATE: - - - - 3:00

JOG& STRETCH

3: 15

HIGH KNEES, BUTT KICK, KARI OKA

3:20

UWPASSING (GOAL 75 POINTS)

3:25

6 LINE DRILL (emphasize long-low explosion step, 2-footjump stops, pivots,
triple threat, fake and make a pass)

3:40

WILDCAT FOOTWORK-ON BALL, lsT PASS AWAY, CLOSE-OUTS
ON-BALL-stress hand placement, stance, push reach & arm snaps)
1st PASS AWAY-stress ching to shoulder, push reach & arm snaps)
CLOSE OUTS-stress reverse pivot, throw ann & leg, both hands up and stay low)
GLIDE RUN GLIDE-throw the ann and sprint to catch up

3:49

2 Layins and 2 jump shots each side

3:59

WATER

4:00

5MANSHELL

4:06

Yi SCRIMMAGE

4:15

GO OVER PRESS BREAKER VS OUR PRESS

4:22

REBOUND OUTLET DRILL

4:28

Yi COURT SCRIMMAGE

4:38

WATER

4:40

ON BALL SCREENS

4:48

BACK SCREENS

4:56

CONDITIONING

REVIEW RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR TRAVELING TO GAf\.1ES AND
HO:tvffi GMv.1ES
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l,;LINll,; _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NIKE, INC.
Corporate Headquarters
One Bowerman Drive
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 671-6453
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"SIDELINE"
FIRST OPTION
•

Look for 3 coming off of 1's backscreen. Pass must be a long lob pass
that 3 will receive about the foul line. The one must set a blind sided
screen. OR can hit the 2 for a shot.

SECOND OPTION
•

4 passes to 1, which balances out the floor. 2 sets screen on 4's man who
cuts for a lay-in

THIRD OPTION
•

(
"--··

If nothing is available get the ball in bounds and run an offense.
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" PRESS '0' "
1.

1 and 3 stack at top of key with 1 cutting away from ball and then cutting hard
back to ball.

2. 3 cuts hard to ball and then away
3. After 1 receives ball, 3 cuts to 5's side, 2 cuts to middle and 5 takes the 2's spot.
Making a triangle.
4. 1 makes the pass to 2, 3 and 5 fill lanes and look for a pass from 2 for a lay in.
5. If2 doesn't get the ball triangle continues to move with the 5 cutting to middle to
receive ball. 2 and 3 fill lanes and look for pass from the 5.
6. If none of the cutters are open 1 passes to 4 who is the trailer. The triangle
continues to move with the 3 cutting to middle to receive pass.
7. If there are no fast break lay-ins, pull it out and run an offense.
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"1/2 COURT PRESS BREAKER"

(
~

-

•

As soon as _! _~~~~i:'es any pressure she makes a pass to the 4 who is the_~railer.

•

The 3 sprints up the sideline to receive the pass from the 4.

•

The 5 cuts to middle of court ( an opening in middle) and receives a pass from
the 3.

•

The 2 "V" cuts and receives a pass from 5 for a lay-in.

•

If 1 makes first pass to the 2 the pass is still made to the 5, but the 3 is the one
cutting to the basket for a lay-in.
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"Wildcat Defense"

··-w-·· ·

Wildcat defense is the defensive system used at Central Washington University
for both the men's and women's basketball programs. The whole concept of wildcat
defense is to work hard and out hustle your opponent. One must take pride and believe in
..the.defensive. system-in . order.t o . besuccessful. .. . .... .... .
... . ------·- ----. --- · · ·····
From the first day of practice coaches must be enthusiastic and have the intensity
needed for the players to work hard. This intensity and enthusiasm carries over to other
drills in practice and in games. Communication is vital for this system to work. It is a
total team effort from communicating screens to communicating who is in help side.

THE SYSTEM:
THE FOCUS
1.

Intense Ball Pressure
This is the most important concept that we teach. Constant ball
pressure allows our teammates time to get through screens and to
get around post players. Intense ball pressure makes it difficult for
offensive players to be productive.

2.

Deny Ball Reversal
We force teams to play on only one side of the floor. Once they
have committed it is vital that we keep them on that side. This
limits their options and increases our chances for deflections. It
also allows our help side to cheat and anticipate the pass.
One key to Denial of Ball Reversal: Play on "Rails"
We have imaginary rails that go from sideline to sideline
and endline to endline. When player is on wing we force them to
stay between those rails (baseline to baseline). In doing this we do
not open up. We keep our shoulders parallel to the sideline and
stay on the high side of offensive player. On the top of the key we
keep our shoulders parallel to the half-court line, forcing them
sideline to sideline. Force player to weak side and keep them there
once they have committed. Do not allow point guard to go back to
other side of floor.
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THE STANCE
The first step towards success in this defensive system is the simple stance.

ON BALL DEFENSIVE STANCE
1.
2.

Balanced and athletic
Low and Wide
..,
J.
Knees and Feet wider than shoulder width
· ·· ····· 4:· .. ,. .. · Toes ·p oinfedoiif af45'degieeaiigte ·· ··· ·
5.
Butt down
6.
Back Straight
7.
Head Up
8.
Chest Out
9.
Quads and Torso should be 90 degrees
10.
Leaning slightly forward with weight on balls of feet
11.
One hand is tip hand (held in front with bend at elbow) and other hand is steer
hand ( extended straight out). The tip hand and steer hand change as ball
handler changes hand.
ONE PASS AWAY STANCE

(

,..

1.

The steer hand becomes the deflect hand.
Deflect hand is open with palm towards the ball, thumb down.
The deflect hand should be used as a pump to create momentum.

2.

The tip hand becomes a football forearm, bent at the elbow across chest.
The forearm is used to bump cutters to maintain location of
offensive player.

3.

The chin is tucked in shoulder of deflect hand.
This allows defender to see both player and ball.

-·· ·

POST STANCE

1.

Post defender is above the body of the offensive player when the ball is at the
top of the key. They are in the one pass away stance.

2.

Once the pass is made to the same side ,ving, the post player move the low leg
around the offensive player and maintains a full front position.

3.

Once in front, the post stays wide and low and maintains full contact with
offensive player.

4.

The post player always has one hand in the air and the other hand feeling the
location of the offensive player.
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DEFENDING BALL MOVEMENT
ON BALL MOVEMENT (Push-Reach Technique)

I.

Use foot below tip hand to push in direction of ball movement.

. ....... . . .. ........ ..... ...2,..-..... Use the.foot- belowthe steerarm to reach in direction ofball movement.·P··
M

••

3.

The arms and footwork must work together to increase momentum.

4.

Feet and knees must stay ,vide.

5.

Distance between knees should remain the same as if there were a broomstick
between them. Never bring feet close together or cross feet.

6.

Point toe of foot under steer hand in direction of ball movement.

7.

Stay low and always talk.

8.

When ball handler changes direction, we change the direction of our foot
work and steer and tip hand. We do this by "snapping" both hands to the
opposite position.

9.

Always stay in front of ball. Keep shoulders square and stop drive with chest,
not hands. Allow offensive to initiate contact into chest.

I 0.

On pass, jump to the pass with steer hand (this will automatically place your
body in passing lane).

ONE PASS AWAY BALL MOVEMENT {Back-Cuts)

1.

While maintaining one pass away stance, move laterally, staying low and
maintaining a visual on both ball and man.

2.

Once man has moved low enough or back cuts defender "snaps" the arms and
chin in the opposite direction.

3.

The quick "snap" creates momentum propelling us in the opposite direction.

4.

The deflect hand will now be pointing toward the baseline and the chin will be
tucked in the opposite direction.

5.

This type of back-cut defense is different from the traditional "opening up"
stance. This stance increases opportunities for ball deflections.
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KEYS TO SUCCESS
1.

Ball Pressure

2.

Deny Ball Reversal

3.

Anticipation

4.

Help Side

5.

Front Posts

6.

Communicate

ZONE DEFENSE 1-2-2

I

Ball At Point

1
'
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Rules for Centers (with ball at point)

(

...

1.

·.,··

Centers play above the first line and turn sidewards to their zone.

2.

Butt any cut to high po:St and make him go behind you.

3.

Follow the post man to the checkered line then re_lease him to wings
or guards.
Special Defense: Post may take high post man coming out of
his zone.

4.

Watch high Post back door action you are responsible for back door.

5.

Hedge against high Post.

6.

If you are responsible for high post 1hen wings must sink with guards
on back door action #3.·.

7.

Give out "High Post call to alert wings and point of their responsibility.

Rules for Wings (with ball at point)
1.

Tip pass to high post and crossover to cover your zone.

2.

lf wing guard sinks you sink.

3.

High Post play will be pre-determined through game strategy.
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· .. · ...Rules for Point (with ball at point)
1.

Put pressure on ball -(don't let him drive you)- Unless high post is
hurting us * then play "sideways" keeping ball from getting to high post
but still able to stop or put pressure on shot from point.

Ball At Wing

L, ~·\o
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Rules for C2 (with ball at wing)
1.

Position yourself (by going over-top of offense low post) outside of key
and face ball.

2.

Cover post first - and crossover to corner if ball goes there.

Rules for C1 Cw.1th ball at w·1ng)
.

•' _., ,.,, •. ,;,1m~-, ,,./..J->.N'<"<•-~-· -•·••.-, ,-.,~,,.,,,.,.,.-,_,m..,_',,t,~•-~-"··-•N'~....-,.1,i,-,,.,
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Half way across key help on lob pass to post.

2.

Be in position to discourage overhead lob.

3.

Turn sidewards to your zone and butt post cut to ball.
Sidewards: Ball vision and.zone vision.

1.

,._ ... . . .,._
..,. , , ..- .-.-. .,... ..,.,.,.-.-··

for Wing 2 (with ball on wing)

Pressure on ball - Don't let him drive you.

Rules for Point (if ball on wing)
1.

Cover pass to high post.

Rules for
1.

Wing 1 ( if ball on wing)

Play half-way between free-throw line and. basket. And on the free
throw lane (turn sidewards)

Ball In Comer

(~_

...

~ ._ -,.,,..•. .. ,.~,

1.

Rules

c:

• · •··>•-A/J,,H

r-\
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Rules for C2 (ball in corner)
Pressure on ball - straddle baseline leg (don't let him drive you)

1.

Rules for C1 (ball in corner)
Side low - post man from baseline side (by going over top of low post

1.

man)
We lliill.1 a lot of low post men.

2.

Rules for Wjng 2 (ball in corner)
1.

Keep ball from going to post.

2.

Face

3.

You are inside conscious fiifil,_

Ball

Rules for Point (ball in corner)
1.

Drop to center of free-throw lane (checkered line)

2.

Responsible for any cutters through key if ball goes to post.

3.

If ball shot from corner you block out

off - side low post.

Rules for Wing 1 (ball in corner)
1.

Drop clear to basket on free throw lane and help on lob pass to post.

Zone

Defense '' Keys"

1.

Move with ball - when its in air.

2.

Be quick and alert.

3.

Be always inside conscious first.

4.

Use crossover stops when you can.
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Rebounding Rules 1 - 2 - 2 Zone

Rules:
1.

Go to areas to rebound.

z: ··· · · · · · 1r nave·15all{blocKour man·snootingiry ··
Rebound Areas for Ball shot at Point, Wing, and Baseline
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Half - Court Scramble
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Rule~
Do not trap in middle of
floor.
Any time ball passed to
post the trapper out of his
zone follow the ball then
recover to your zone.

Trapper:

is man out of his zone - he's reaching for ball.

Man:

in zone trapping keeping offensive men from driving.

wings and baseline.

-
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Definition

*This defense is trapping at
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2 - 3 ZONE AND MATCH UP

(
RULES:
1.

Play man with ball man-to-man.

2.____..

T~9.9~.?E9.~..IIl.b!$.LP1?yJours .areas: .. a)top ofthe -keyb)·high ·post·c)··

. ·· .......,. ,,.. ·

-···· ··· · · ·-

right wing d) left wing .

3.

If the ball is at the wing area, the strong side forward goes up and
plays the man with the ball, until the guard comes over to play the
This situation is called giving temporary hfilp, then kicking back.

M .

4.

The center is up high when ball is out front (point). Then adjustments
to guard any ball-side post man.

5.

Weakside guard must cut off ball side high post pass and be in help
position to protect against drive.

6.

Weakside ·forward positions himself on lane line even with basket
· ·
(ball-you-man) Butt any balf cut.

7.

All post men must be fronted.

8.

When ball is reversed around the perimeter, the weakside forward
comes up and gives temporary help then kicks back to corner.

9.

Tandem Guards: Instead of the guards being "even" up front, use
"tandem."

1 o.

Tandem

Rules:
(A) Up Man- Pressure dribbler man to man on any pass, Jump
to man on any pass, jump to the ball, then slide to ball side
high post.
(B) BackMan- Stay in middle fronting high post. Play first pass
towing and we are in our zone rules from then on.
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- Ball At PointRule for Center
1)

Center plays above the first line and turns sidewards to his zone (if two

s>n 2.r1.~_~_i_9~ q_f.!.b~.D9C>.E . (~?-~-~1}_r1~) .!~rr1_ !2 th§t .~ig ~t .

M·-····· . ........ ............ QJ.~.r:! ..

2)

Butt any cut to high post.

3)

Play ball side on any high post man.

Rules for Guards
1)

May be in tandem set or regular two guard set.

2)

Guards should bluff and recover - get ball to stop at point - then cover
wing areas.

3)

DonJt let dribbler drive you.

Rules for Forwards
1)

Forwards play above the first line and turn sidewards to their zone just outside laneline-.

2)

Butt cutt any ball cut to high post.
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-Ball at WingRule for Center
1)

Position yourself (so that you may stop any post pass) .

2)

Position yourself (Fronting low post) we play this sit uation both ways
__.,.,.,. . , .,. . --·- -·~. .- . ·----·-·#1 and #2

------....--·-
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Rules for Guards
1)

Guard 2 -takes ball (pressure on ball -Don't let him drive you).-

2)

Guard 1 -cover pass to high post position yourself on laneline and foul
line facing ball.

Rules for Forwards
1)

Forward 2 -Position himself (by going over-top of offense low post)
outside of key and face ball.

2)

Cover post first and crossover to cover corner of ball goes there .

3)

Forward 1 -Positions himself halfv.tay between face-through line and
basket, and on the free-throw lane. (Turn sidewards)

(

-Ball on BaselineRules for Center
1)

Front any low post

Rules for Guards

(

1)

Guard two keep ball from going to post.

2)

Face ball.

3)

You are inside conscious first.

r·

4)

Guard 1 -Drop to center of free-throw lane (checkered line).

5)

Responsible for any cutters through key if ball goes to post.
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Rules for Forwards
1)

Forward 2 - pressure on ball straddle baseline leg (Don't let him drive

·-~-- ·· --·- ·-you). -····--·-· -·-· ~- -~~--. ·--·· -----·-····· '-·----- -·---·· - --- - -·-·-··
2)

Forward 1 - drop clear to basket on free throw lane and help on lob
pass to post.

Zone Defensive "Ke~s"

(, _ .

-~--..- ---·-

1)

Move with ball - when its in air.

2)

Be quick and alert.

3)

Be always inside conscious first.

-- ·----- -----···--·-. .
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"1-2-2 PRESS"

•

X-2 heads to sideline and forces person with ball to pick up her dribble, must have
one foot on sideline so they don't go around or pick up a foul.

•

As soon as the ball is picked up X-1 and X-2 form a trap on the sideline.

•

X-3 heads to middle and intercepts any pass attempts as well as bumps any
offensive player trying to cut through the middle.

•

X-4 has any pass attempts made sideline to sideline.

•

X-5 has any long pass attempts.

•I

(
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"DIAMOND PRESS"

•

The tallest and quickest player should be on the ball and forcing the inbound pass
to left side of court (no long or cross-court passes).

•

The next tallest and quickest player is on ball side.

•

Once ball is inbounded they apply an immediate trap and do not allow a pass or a
dribble out.

•

The other defender on foul line sprints and deny's any reverse pass.

•

The middle defender guards the middle of the court and does not allow any
middle passes.

•

The back defender defends the sideline pass and any long pass.
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"UW PASSING"
Purpose: Improves players shooting, lay-ins, and conditioning
Procedure: Two players go to opposite baseline and stand between the key and the
3 ~pointline. One on each side and both have a ball. The rest ofthetearrrmakes
three lines as they would in 3-man weave. The middle person has a ball and the
second people in the end lines have a ball as well. The first group does 3-man
passing until about the opposite three-point line. The middle takes the ball in for
the lay-in; the two outside players receive the pass from the players standing on
baseline with the ball and make a shot. The middle makes the lay-in and
rebounds the ball and does 3-man passing with the passers on the way back. Once
they get to the opposite 3-point line the outside players receive a pass and make a
shot while the middle person makes another lay-in. As soon as the middle person
makes her lay-in the middle person waiting in line grabs the rebound out of the
net and does the same thing with the passers.
KEY: There is 3 minutes up on the clock and the coach sets a goal of how many points
the team should make. A 3-pointer is worth 3 points, a jump shot is worth 2 points and a
lay-in is worth 1 point. Only count the first shot, put backs do not count. If the team
does not make the goal they run down and backs for however many points they missed
the goal by.
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"6-LINE PASSING"
1. Team creates 6 even lines along one baseline (spread out).
2. On whistle first group dribbles out to foul line and jump stops, front pivots and
makes a sharp chest pass to teammate in line. The dribble should be a long low
explosion step (get to foul line in 2 or less dribbles).
3. Once everyone has gone repeat, but this time make an overhead pass.
4. Once complete same thing, but this time reverse pivot with both chest and
overhead passes.
5. Once those passes have been completed, one person from each group stands at
foul line, the next person in line has ball and passes to the person at foul line and
tries to deflect the ball from the R~sser. Passer mak~~ a nice crisp pass to next
ij~e ~nd make t~f passes.
person in line. The passer nee~~
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"INDIANA SHOOTNG"

D

At each basket, there should be a group of three. There will be 30 seconds up on the
clock. When the clock starts one member of the group begins shooting from area #1
..~. ... ... · ······-· ··............going.from spotto.spot in the area.bymaking.a 11v''. .cut.first and -then sprinting to the .
next spot. There should also be one rebounder and one passer. Once the 30 seconds
has expired the passer goes to shooter, shooter goes to rebounder, and rebounder is
now the passer. Once everyone has shot, the group moves to area #2. This continues
until everyone has shot from each area.
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Mll{AN DRILL

Purpose:

To develop rhythm and timing, keeping head up/eye concentration while
developing short hook shot.

Procedure:

These are continuous lay-ups - right hand lay-up, grab ball, left hand
lay-up, grab ball and alternate. Since this is self explanatory, no diagram
will be provided.
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"3-0N-3 REBOUNDING"

o

Drill starts with three lines on the baseline and 3 players out on the court (1 top of
key, 1 on right side 3-point line, and 1 on left side 3-point line).

o

One o:fthe three defensive play~rs (on baseline) rolls the ball out to any of the
offensive players.

o

Whatever offensive player receives the ball the defensive player matched up with
them closes out. The other ones either are denying the ball or are in help-side.

D One pass must be made before a shot can be taken. This shifts the defense and helps
them understand the importance of sprinting to their new spots.

D Once the shot has been taken the defense must call out shot and box out, the offensive
players must try and get the rebound. Once the defense has boxed out, they then go
get the ball and chin-it.
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WILDCAT FOOTWORK

Six lines of two players need to be spread out along one baseline. On the first
whistle, first line gets in the on-ball defensive stance. On the second whistle first line
push-reaches to foul line, snaps and goes onto 1/2 court and snaps the other direction,
they proceed to other foul line and snap again and finish at the opposite baseline. On the
second whistle, the second line gets in the on-ball defensive stance and then on the third
whistle they do the exact same thing the first line did.

o

Stress hand placement, stance, push reach & arm snaps

On the way back the same sequence is done, but this time each player will be in the
first pass away stance.

D Stress chin to shoulder, push reach, arm snaps & thumbs down
The third time down are close-outs. First whistle players will face one wall.
Second whistle throw arm and leg--sprint and close out at foul line and reverse pivot.
The same sequence as other defensive stance occurs.

o

Stress reverse pivot, throw arm & leg, both hands up and stay low

5
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CONDITIONING
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"SWEET 16's"
Purpose: To build mental and physical stamina
Procedure: Players start at one sideline and run and touch other sideline. Repeat process
..until they.have touched.the .sidelines .a-total ofl 6.times .. Cyclemustbecompleted . ... ....
in 1 minute and 4 seconds. Coach may lower or increase times.

"AWSOME S's"
Same as sweet I6 1s, except players touch sidelines a total of 8 times. Cycle must be
completed in 32 seconds.

"FABULOUS 4's"
Same as awesome 8's, but players touch sidelines a total of 4 times. Cycle must be
completed in 16 seconds.
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"3 MINUTE DRILL"
Purpose: To build mental and physical stamina
Procedure: Players are in line along baseline. 3 minutes is placed on the clock. Once the
. . clock-starts the JS.~player in each line -runs to end-line and hackfor atotal of6 ·
times. The foul-line is the finish line for the 6th line only. Players must touch the
foul line in 36 seconds. They get to rest for the rest of that minute. Once one
minute has expired they begin to run 6 more lines in 36 seconds. They get to rest
for the rest of that minute. Once two minutes has expired they take off on their
last set of lines. Coach can increase or decrease times. They can also make
separate times for guards and posts.
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"12-SECOND DRILL"
Purpose: Building up endurance and strength
Procedure: Players start at one baseline, run to opposite baseline, and return to starting
point. Coachmay.l owertimes .ifneeded.

"6-SECOND DRILL"
This is the same as the 12-second drill, but they only run to the opposite baseline and do
not return. Coaches should emphasize players running through the baseline instead of
letting up prior and cheating themselves.
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"LINES"
Purpose: To build up a player's endurance and sprinting ability under a timed situation.
Procedure: Players start lined up on baseline. They run four lines (foul-line
extended, half-court line, other foul--line extended, and tJ:ie opposite baseline) on
the court and back each time. Players touch the lines with hand or foot. Coach
can give however much time needed, but times should not be easily met.
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(
"SPRINT/STOP/SPRINT/STOP"
Purpose: To condition and build endurance.
Procedure: Players are in line along the baseline facing mid-court. On signal from
, -·"-··- .. co~E..!i, aU"pl~ye~t ~print Jg_fQµl Ji!i~ ~xtend!!d area_where.they make a stop before ..
heading to mid-court, three-quarter court, and the opposite baseline. After
reaching baseline, player pivots and returns to starting position using same
procedure. The coach may designate as many stops as he/she chooses or he/she
may use a signal, whistle, to cause players to stop and start.
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('"COACH'S PHILOSOPHY"

As a coach my main objective of the season is to create an experience that will not

-.be forgotten:

..

·- .. ··~

Th.is .will be created .by the 'imrd ~o-rk. a~d dedi~ation that I will put into the

season and the team. In return I expect the team to always practice and play hard and
enjoy the game of basketball. I believe that fundamentals are an essential part of the
game, which means that every player on the team will know the fundamentals of
basketball by the end of the season.

It is very important for this team to excel in the classroom as well as on the floor.
Academics are more important than the game of basketball, which means that study halls
will be conducted twice a week. Placing an importance on academics will pay off in the
long run as the student athletes will understand time management by the end of season. I
am a big believer in goal setting so at the beginning of the season goals will be set for
both basketball (individual & team) as well as academic goals. This is important so that
everyone has a target to aim for.
With hard work on and off the court comes success. I will do everything possible
to make this year a success and memorable experience. The overall life lessons that will
be learned from playing the game of basketball are skills such as communication,
teamwork, leadership, dealing with failures and diversity. The athletes will also develop
qualities such as pride, ownership, dignity, detennination, and work ethic which all lead
to success in the classroom, on the court, and out in the "real-world".
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" A SAMPLE TEAM PHILOSOPHY "
The following philosophy was created by the 2001-2002 Central Washington University
Women's Basketball team.

"Our pwpose as a team is to achieve our goals. By working as a cohesive unit,
we can overcome challenges and improve to a higher level ofcompetition. In working
together, everyone compensates for the teams individual needs by allowing for personal
growth and improvement. We will put our trust into the team to challenge each other for
the love of the game. In the end we hope to leave with memorable experiences and life
longfi'iendships."

c·
''-.~.

The following page gives step-by-step instructions op. how to help any team or group of
individuals create a philosophy statein~n,·
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STEPS TO CREATE PHILOSOPHY/MISSION STATEMENT

•

As a team have each player fill-out the following statement on their own piece of
paper: The reason I play basketball is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

From that answer each player will write a philosophy/mission statement that pertains
to their answer.

•

Divide the team in four groups of three.

•

Within the groups each player reads everyone's philosophy/mission statement and
underlines key words or phrases that they feel are important.

•

After that is completed, using the underlined words and phrases the groups will come
up with one statement per group.

•

Combine the four groups to make two groups of six. With the two statements the
groups create one philosophy statement that the group agrees represents their
philosophy/mission statement.

•

The final step is to read the two statements out loud to the whole team. Using the two
statements the team creates one statement that represents the whole team and season.
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Daily Food,Water,Sleep Diary
!week of:
Meal
Breakfast

Date:
Date:
Date:
bate:
bate:Date:
Date:
Date:
Snack

C

Food Eaten

"'-,.._.,,...........___...

1Sleeo
Time Woke Un

______---- ·-·--·- -- ·--~-·~__
..

--....--- - ....

----.----.........

_

,.,,___

,,.,

_<

.,

Lunch
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Snack

Time Went To Sleep

Dinner

Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Snack
Water

( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )

Comments:

C.

Comments
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ROCKET BASKETBALL
2001-2002 SEASON

--M-~-

1) WHAT DO I NEED TO IMPROVE FROM LAST YEAR TO THIS
YEAR?

----

WHAt

2)
I WILL DO THIS YEAR THAT I DIDN'T DO LAST YEAR
TO MAKE OUR TEAM BETTER?

(
3) WHAT WILL I ACCOMPLISH THIS YEAR THAT I HAVEN'T
YET?

4) HOW DO I MAKE THESE GOALS A REALITY?
(What steps to take to make this happen)

SAY YOUR GOALS EVERYDAY TO YOURSELF, FOLLOW THROUGH, AND DON'T
GIVE UP ON THEM!!!!! YOU CAN DO IT !!!!!??
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....·

. GOALS ACHIEV ED
WITH LITTLE EFFORT
ARE SELDOM
APPREC IATED AND
GIVE NO PERSON AL
SATISFA CTION.
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. . -·DON'T BE -A:FRAID .TO''F AIL ·-···· ·-· ... -- ..-.....

You've failed many times,
although you may
not remember.
You fell down the first time
you tried to walk.
You almost drowned the first time
you tried to swim, didn't you?
Did you hit the ball the first
time you swung the bat?
Heavy hitters, the one who hit
the most home runs,
also strike out a lot.
R.H. Macy failed seven times
before his store in New York
caught on.
English novelist, John Creasey, got
753 rejection slips before he
published 564 books.
Babe Ruth struck out 1,330 times,
but he also hit 714 home runs.
Don't worry about failure.
Worry about the chances you miss
when you don't even try.

(
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SUCCESS
IS ALWAYS
UNDER
CONSTRUCTION!!!
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TO WIN IT ALL,
......

.

A TEAM HAS .
TOBE
OBSESSIVE
ABOUT THE
FUNDAMENTALS
AND THE LITTLE
THINGS

..

'

CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The analysis of data and review of literature give evidence that there are ce1iain
components that must be present when developing a coach's handbook. Within each
program the emphasis should first be on organization. A coach's handbook should also
entail fundamentals, philosophy, and goal-setting.
The purpose of this project was to create a handbook of activities and strategies to
be used by individuals who are seeking to coach basketball at the high school level. An
example handbook is provided to use as a guide. However, each program may need to
add or eliminate inf01mation that will suite their program and ability levels. Coaches are
encouraged to use their own creativity when constructing their own handbooks.

Conclusions

With the assistance of this handbook in a high school basketball program, coaches
should be able to create an organized method of collecting and distributing infonnation as
needed. Prior to creating a handbook, each coach should decide what areas of basketball
are important and beneficial to the program in order to be successful. When the coach
decides the focal points of the program those points should be emphasized and carried out
both in the handbook as well as on the comi. Organization, fundamentals, philosophy,
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and goal setting are all keys to running a successful basketball program. Those four areas
are essentially the backbone to any athletic team. Finally, the handbook should be a
useful implementation for any assistants or volunteers whom want/need to Ieam
information about the program. The handbook that coach's create and adopt for their
program are thorough handbooks that discusses every aspect of their program.

Recommendations
The author strongly encourages anyone who is interested in coaching women's
high school basketball or who is already coaching to use this handbook as a guide to
creating their own. Eve1y coach should have their own handbook that discusses
everything that the program is about and does for many reasons other than basketball
reasons. Having a detailed inventory of the program allows for quick access when
questions are being asked or inf01mation is being sought after to be used in practice or to
be given to a colleague. The author encourages all coaches to attend coaching clinics to
continually search out new techniques and ideas. Once the handbook is created, it should
not be placed on the shelf, rather information needs to be updated as well as added once
acquired. Every handbook will be different depending on the level of play, requirements
of the school, size of team, beliefs and values of the coaching staff. Another
recommendation would be to include player information such as athletic codes, insurance
cards, verification that participation fee has been paid, and other such information that is
a requirement for the students to participate in high school athletics. In addition, a coach
may want to include budget information so that he/she can keep track of their budget
from year to year. The final recommendation would be to create an individual handbook
for each specific performance ability level. Some books to read for pleasure and for

32
information regarding the game of basketball are: In These Girls, Hope is a Muscle by
Madeleine Blais, Practical Modern Basketball by John Wooden, and The Winner Within
by Pat Riley.
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